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Opportunities for life insurance to create 
value by taking a CLV approach 

•    The opportunities are the gaps in the pavement,  

like product strategy and commercial pricing.  

Modern customers’ lifestyles are not linear; insurers  

must prepare for life stage transitions.

•    Develop a product set that appeals throughout  

a customer’s lifetime and meet long-term needs,  

not the short-term present value future profits decisions.

•    Increased flexibility within products (being able to change 

benefits, premium payment holidays). 

•    Get insights through data. As different customers  

leave data trails, use these to drive commercial decisions. 

Don’t make decisions based on what the data looks like,  

but on the value attached.

•    A CLV mindset can bring additional value from product 

innovations and digitisation initiatives by driving better 

customer engagement.

•    Engage customers at every life stage. Siloed or product-

based approaches hide the full value of cultivating a niche 

market, and lead to false, time consuming decisions.

•    Think beyond the initial sale; what are ways you can provide 

additional value for the customer in the form of other 

products or product features?
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What are the barriers in deploying  
CLV within the insurance industry

•    Internal and cultural 

•   Only working towards regulatory requirements

•   Overcoming systems capacity 

•    Risk aversion: not wanting to take a chance 

on a new way of thinking.

Practical steps can an insurer take 
to implement this

•    Set appropriate metrics and align business teams  

at a group level to work towards one common objective. 

Customers only see one company - approach problems 

with this mindset.

•    Investing in data and trying to leverage it to solve their 

problems. Data is a massive challenge, but don’t let the 

best be the enemy of the good.

•    Bring the customer lens into product design.  

When launching  new propositions, bring in CLV and 

see what other avenues and markets open up that you 

haven’t explored.

UNDERSTANDING CUSTOMER LIFETIME VALUE:

The importance of integrated analytics

Persistency:

Acquisition costs  
& commission: 

Claims cost:

Product specific present  
value of future profits: 

Underwriting costs: 

Potential cross-sell/up-sell 
present value of future profits:

Per policy expenses:

Other expense  
attribution: 
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Data gathered from a webinar hosted by Montoux and PWC with a broad spectrum of attendees from life insurers in attendance


